
Round System:
 Efficient air conveyance
 Reduced snow load and wind uplift
 Structurally sound design

Barrel Clamp Connections:
 Quick connections with consistent seal
 Labor savings

Other Components:
 MIRO® Industries non-penetrating   
 supports
 3M™ Venture Clad™ weatherized   
 wrapping
 Agion® Anti-microbial 
 inner wall

Innovative Progressive Consistent

MKT Manufacturers’ Representatives

MKT Manufacturers’ Representatives offers a variety 
of products from exceptional  manufacturers. Our 

representation allows you to purchase products and 
components beyond duct and HVAC accessories all 

from the supplier you know and trust.

TEXTILE DUCT  FULL LINE OF 
LIGHTWEIGHT FABRIC DUCT

Weatherguard® Duct Systems is a fully 
sealed weatherized round duct system.

MKT Metal Manufacturing - Wilson Branch
2009 Beeler Road, Wilson, NC  27893

Phone: 717-764-9090
Fax: 252-991-7367

www.mktduct.com

MKT Metal Manufacturing - York Branch (HQ)
460 Grim Lane, Suite 2, York, PA 17406

Phone: 717-764-9090
Fax: 717-764-8182

NON-PENETRATING 
ROOFTOP SUPPORTS

ANTI-MICROBIAL 
MILL APPLIED  EPOXY COATED DUCT



Rectangular

Pre-Assembly
By eliminating numerous field connections, 
your project’s profitability increases. MKT 
provides many services which reduce labor 

and optimize efficiencies.

MKT offers a wide range of specialty 
fabrication products suitable for 

industries such as food processing, 
laboratory, pharmaceutical, 

and institutional.

Specialty products include:

 Dust collection
 Odor control
 Exhaust duct 
 Curbs and rails

Meeting or exceeding current 
SMACNA standards, MKT’s products 

are manufactured in a variety of 
connections including: snap lock, TDC, 

slip and drive, and welded.

“MKT’s processes made the project 
profitable and we were able to meet 
job schedule. We were able to save a 
significant percentage of money out 

on the field and with labor costs.”
-Farfield Company

Spiral
Materials used in spiral production include: 
galvanized, galvaneal, aluminum, stainless 
steel, and specialty coatings.

Diameters produced: 4" – 100" capabilities
Gauges: 18-26

MKT also offers spiral accessories including 
crimped pipe, elbows, air-tites, HETO’s, 
bell-mouths, and duct connection and cable 
hanging systems.

Specialty Fabrication

MKT is a licensed manufacturer of 
self-sealing system.

utilizes O-ring 
technology to ensure an easy and 

removable connection.


